October 7 - November 20

**Are You Ready?**
Are You Ready? is a campus wide sponsored program to raise awareness about sexual assault.

**Coming Out in Red Square**
Join us on our annual Coming Out Day. We are a better Georgetown today, but there are still challenges. This event will feature a door through which students "come out" as proud LGBTQ Hoyas and Allies. Be sure to pick up and wear your "I AM" t-shirt throughout the day to promote visibility and awareness.

**Homecoming Coffee Hour**
We welcome back alumni to join in celebrating LGBTQ History Month with an open house during "OU Tober." Come meet current students, and learnt about our work.

**All Our Families**
Join us for a thoughtful and lively conversation with LGBTQ-identified Hoyas faculty, staff, and alumni as they talk to us about the joys, challenges, and grace in being parents, and creating new understandings of family.

**The Tipping Point in Trans Popular Culture**
Join us for a conversation with Ali Liebegott, one of the writers & actors of the Emmy Award winning show Transparent. The discussion, led by Prof. Marcia Chatelain, will explore the challenges for female and gender queer writers in television and media.

**Food & Friends**
GU Pride is partnering with local DC organizations to prepare meals for disengaged LGBTQ+ persons in DC. Reflections on the experience will follow the food preparation.

**Walk to End HIV**
Take part in the annual walk and 5k fundraiser for Whitman-Walker Health. GC has 1 in 20 adults with HIV and 1 in 4 who don't know their status. DC has 1 in 20 adults with HIV and 1 in 4 who don't know their status.

**Queer Open Mic**
We invite all members of the Georgetown LGBTQ community to express themselves by sharing essays, poems, or other reflections in a safe and affirming space. Everyone is welcome.

**To Walk Between Words: Queering ASL**
In this workshop, leading LGBTQ scholars of ASL, James Nelson (Consider It Communications) and Cara Miller (Gallaudet University) engage in an exploration of how Queer identities are understood and experienced within the context of ASL.

**The Mask You Live In**
Join us for a screening of this riveting documentary that follows boys and young men as they struggle to stay true to themselves while negotiating America’s narrow definition of masculinity.

**Intricate Identities**
This annual DC LGBTQ student conference aims to create a community space for education, reflection, and research exchange on leadership and student activism.

**The Mask You Live In**
Join us for a screening of this riveting documentary that follows boys and young men as they struggle to stay true to themselves while negotiating America’s narrow definition of masculinity.

**Trans as Disability in Contemporary Japan**
Prof. Karen Nakamura (Yale) will explore how trans activists in Japan have been successful in presenting trans as a form of disability. She examines the power of "gender identity disability" as a source of social and legal change in post-war Japan.

**Food & Friends**
GU Pride is partnering with local DC organizations to prepare meals for disengaged LGBTQ+ persons in DC. Reflections on the experience will follow the food preparation.

**Pride Shabbat**
Come celebrate with the Georgetown Jewish Chaplaincy for our annual Pride Shabbat services for thoughtful conversation between Jewish and LGBTQ identities.

**LGBT Rights are Human Rights**
Join us for a discussion with Charles Radcliffe, head of the Global Issues Team at the UN Human Rights Office, and director of the UN-Fred & Equal campaign, to discuss LGBT rights in a global context, and the role of the UN in securing these rights.

**Learn more at:**
lgbtq.georgetown.edu
facebook.com/LGBTQatGeorgetown
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